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Interview	Questions	to	Discuss	with	Your	
Young	Adult	and	Their	Partner	
Much	miscommunication	and	misunderstandings	can	be	avoided	by	asking	about	the	needs	and	desires	
of	the	young	adult	couple	as	it	relates	to	you	as	parent/	in-law	or	grandparent.	Obviously,		this	is	best	
done	with	both	partners	and	both	parent	and	parent	in	law.	This	way	all	four	hear	and	are	part	of	the	
same	conversation.	This	is	clearly	not	an	inclusive	list	but	asking	some	of	these	questions	within	the	Airst	
six	months	of	the	commitment-	wedding	in	most	cases-	can	be	helpful.	Add	your	own	questions	if	you	
like.		Also,	it’s	important	to	know	that	some	answers	may	change	over	time	and	if	they	do	the	parents	and	
the	young	couple	have	a	responsibility	to	clarify	these	changes.		You	may	offer	to	send	them	the	questions	
with	a	plan	to	follow-up	for	lunch	and	discuss	their	responses.	

_____   1.  How would the young adult prefer to address the parents and parent in law? The common pattern of 
today’s sons-in-law and daughters-in-laws is to address their in-law parents by their first name.   

_____   2.  What specific support does the young couple wish from the parents, financially or otherwise? 
_____   3.  What expectations does the young adult couple have about visits from the parents?  Prefer notice if a 

visit is planned? Visit only upon invitation?  Drop in anytime? 
_____   4.  What are the expectations of the young adults relating to the parent’s role with grandchildren? Rules, 

gifts, food/treats the children can have, supervision, driving and car seats, where grandparents can go 
and where there may be a concern, etc.… 

_____   5.  What is the role of grandparents when visiting the young adult couple and children at the couple’s 
home? 

_____   6.  What should grandparents share regarding their expectations when the couple and children come to 
visit them? 

_____   7.  What differences may exist related to religion and religious practices and how can these differences be 
appreciated and respected? 

_____   8.  How will holidays be celebrated by the couple to include both sets of parents?  It’s important that the 
young couple make this decision and that this be honored by the parents even though it may not be the 
preferred way or timing of a celebration event. It’s a letting go opportunity. 

_____   9. What are the best ways to stay connected and communicate between the parents and the young couple- 
phone, text, email, etc.? 

_____ 10.  How would the couple like to handle vacations with and without the parents with the recognition that 
the young couple likely has less vacation time and may want to spend some of that with their immediate 
family? 

_____ 11.  What are the expectations regarding gift giving or money related to the young couple, the grandchil-
dren, when and for what reason? 

_____ 12.  If a conflict arises between any party of the four, how should this be handled?  
_____ 13.  Beyond clarification on the questions above, what are two or three actions that the young couple would 

most like the parents to undertake to be better parents/parent-in-laws and grandparents? Parents be 
prepared to commit to at least one of these ideas if possible and follow through. 

_____. Other
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